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Four search words from random word generator, I know the search words from start of session. 

Something red goes up like if it were on a spring it bounces a bit up and down once it gets up there. 
The element has a long thin bare beige thin cylindrical stick and on the upper end of the stick is a 
red roughly spherical part, and as we saw it has movement. There is a tongue on the top part of it. It 
moves upward, it stretches the top part upward. The background is mild and light color with several 
colors. The background is interesting and even though it is some distance back (inward in drawing) 
from the main element, as well as fuzzy or unclear, the background is of some importance with 
emphasis. 

11:03 PM Secondary stage probing. 

There is a tongue that sticks out on the top red element. The element bounces up and then stops, 
but the top part of it continues to bounce up and down as if on a spring and then also stops. 

Silky smooth at the back of the "neck" of the red part like silky short hairs. The tongue shows up 
again, the tongue is sticking out and hanging out of a mouth. Main emphasis is on the red part of 
the element, the head of it. The tongue sticks out. The tongue appears to be stuck, or fixed, as if it 
were a statue and not a living being. The red head on a stick is pushed forward and then the head 
bounces on it like on a spring (I know I keep repeating that). 

Strange black part components are under the neck of the head on the underside of the head, like 
mechanical parts, not consistent with a living being. There is a small yellow bell on the neck. 

It's as if the target is a joke-item, a cartoon, a gag, and not simply a snapshot photograph of real 
animals doing real things, there is something "funny" about it. The background colors wrap around 
the target as if it becomes part of the target element coloration. Odd, I run my finger up from the 
tongue across the top of the head and I find paper, white paper there on the top of the head, a 
beige white paper material. 

Grab the stick with a hand: I push the stick contraption up and then let it stop up there, not very 
high up but a bit. There is a tongue here licking on its own body. 

A red parrot standing on a stick? What I love about this stick since the first time I saw it, it is artificial 
since it has been filed so that it is perfectly smooth and perfectly "cylindrical" but long and thin not 



very thick. The stick connects to the tongue. 

I would love to probe elements more but this is about the amount to keep it constant across these 
session experiments. 

11:15 PM End RV. 

The words were by the way 
Boxers Gown Cat Parrot

The target image could have been something to do with the word boxers, it could have been a gown 
or a woman in a gown, a cat, or a parrot, or even something else other than these four search 
words. When I started having elements of a lifeform, logic was trying to match it in my head to a 
cat, like licking itself, finding fur, yet it wasn't like a cat so if it were a cat I was saying it is like a 
cartoonish or toy cat is what I meant. Not so important what was going through my head during the 
session as anything I did not put into my text report cannot be summarized so confidently after the 
target image is retrieved. 

I had a lifeform with a red head connected to a stick. We find the sticks in the background. There 
was a time at least once if not several times in the session when I wanted to say that I saw that the 
red head was a parrot head with feathers poking a bit outward a bit ruffled out but logic must have 
kept me from saying that since parrot was a known search word. 

I said at the end of the session that it is most like a parrot on a stick, I did not go with cat at the end. 
Is the red tongue a dislocation of the red feathers on the bottom tail feathers of the gray parrot -
knowing how RV works, that could also be how we got a permanent red tongue sticking out. 

I also said there is black electronics underneath the head of the animal, and that is what we have 
here, we have black electronics underneath the parrot in one picture and next to it on the other 
picture. What about the little bell that I saw as if on a cat necklace, did logic make that up after I saw 
something black under the head of the animal assuming it to be a necklace even though I did a 
bravo job of saying the black was mechanical parts? The eye of the parrot looks a bit like a bell? It is 
wrong to try to find connections that are not obvious from the start. 

Nonetheless, I said I have a parrot on a stick and black mechanical parts under it. This is such a 
protocol where I know the four search words, so be it, but for correlation anyway this session gets a 
beautiful A. Let's not forget I could have also said boxers, gown, or cat. 

PS. I love watching parrot videos and lots of parrots do those head bobbing motions, that might be 
what we had here. 

Image source https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6494365/Parrot-placing-orders-owners-
Amazon-account-talking-Alexa.html
Image link https://i.dailymail.co.uk/1s/2018/12/14/01/7408788-0-image-a-18_1544752104681.jpg



11:31 PM End session. 


